Plants in multiple symbioses are exploited by symbionts that consume their resources without providing services. Discriminating hosts are thought to stabilize mutualism by preferentially allocating resources into anatomical structures (modules) where services are generated, with examples of modules including the entire inflorescences of figs and the root nodules of legumes. Modules are often colonized by multiple symbiotic partners, such that exploiters that cooccur with mutualists within mixed modules can share rewards generated by their mutualist competitors. We developed a meta-population model to answer how the population dynamics of mutualists and exploiters change when they interact with hosts with different module occupancies (number of colonists per module) and functionally different patterns of allocation into mixed modules. We find that as module occupancy increases, hosts must increase the magnitude of preferentially allocated resources in order to sustain comparable populations of mutualists. Further, we find that mixed colonization can result in the coexistence of mutualist and exploiter partners, but only when preferential allocation follows a saturating function of the number of mutualists in a module. Finally, using published data from the fig-wasp mutualism as an illustrative example, we derive model predictions that approximate the proportion of exploiter, non-pollinating wasps observed in the field.
Plants in multiple symbioses are exploited by symbionts that consume their resources without providing services. Discriminating hosts are thought to stabilize mutualism by preferentially allocating resources into anatomical structures (modules) where services are generated, with examples of modules including the entire inflorescences of figs and the root nodules of legumes. Modules are often colonized by multiple symbiotic partners, such that exploiters that cooccur with mutualists within mixed modules can share rewards generated by their mutualist competitors. We developed a meta-population model to answer how the population dynamics of mutualists and exploiters change when they interact with hosts with different module occupancies (number of colonists per module) and functionally different patterns of allocation into mixed modules. We find that as module occupancy increases, hosts must increase the magnitude of preferentially allocated resources in order to sustain comparable populations of mutualists. Further, we find that mixed colonization can result in the coexistence of mutualist and exploiter partners, but only when preferential allocation follows a saturating function of the number of mutualists in a module. Finally, using published data from the fig-wasp mutualism as an illustrative example, we derive model predictions that approximate the proportion of exploiter, non-pollinating wasps observed in the field.
Background
Most plant species rely on symbionts to provide essential services, including acquiring nutrients, dispersing pollen and defending against pests and disease. This can pose a problem, as symbionts vary in their capacity to provide these services [1] [2] [3] . Further, exploitative symbionts that allocate resources primarily to their own survival and reproduction can outcompete mutualists that provision some of their resources to providing services [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Discriminating hosts are thought to stabilize mutualist populations by preferentially allocating resources to mutualists and/or terminating resource allocation to exploiters (sanctions) [5] . However, rather than allocating resources directly into individual symbionts, hosts generally allocate resources into coarse features of their anatomy where symbiotic services are generated. We refer to these features as modules, with examples including the entire inflorescences of actively pollinated figs [3, 10] , root nodules of legumes [11] [12] and the fine roots of arbuscular mycorrhizal plants [8, 13] . Each of these modules can be colonized by multiple symbionts, such that exploiters that co-occur with mutualists within a module can escape sanctions and share rewards generated by their mutualist competitors [3, 8, 10, 14] . The purpose of this study is to predict how mixed colonization of modules influences the population dynamics of mutualist and exploiter symbionts.
Exploiters provide less service to their hosts than mutualists, but can have higher fitness when they co-occur with a mutualist within the same module. shown to outcompete mutualists when they co-occur in mixed modules [7] [8] . Similarly, in the legume -rhizobium symbiosis, mutualist bacteria pay a metabolic cost to fix nitrogen that could otherwise be allocated towards their own reproduction [6,15 -16] , which may allow exploiter strains to outcompete mutualists in mixed modules [14, 17] . This dynamic may also apply to plant -pollinator symbioses; for example, pollinating fig wasps collect pollen and disperse it between trees that are 10 -15 km apart [18] , whereas non-pollinating wasps incubate their offspring inside developing figs without providing this service. If pollen dispersal is expensive and sanctions act on whole inflorescences (e.g. [10] ), exploiter wasps would outcompete mutualists in mixed modules.
Mixed colonization by mutualists and exploiters can occur whenever at least two symbionts colonize individual modules. However, while a previous model considered the population dynamics of mutualists and exploiters in terms of the proportion of mixed modules with exactly two colonists each [17] , hosts in plant-pollinator and microbial symbioses develop modules that are frequently colonized by more than two symbionts [19] [20] [21] . Higher module occupancies (N ¼ number of colonists per module) should be associated with a greater proportion of mixed modules by increasing the chance that mutualists and exploiters both arrive and establish in the same module. Further, at higher module occupancies, mixed colonization follows a more continuous distribution, with exploiters comprising from 1/N to (N 2 1)/N of the module (e.g. 1/6 to 5/6 of modules with an occupancy of 6). A general model of module-level discrimination must accommodate both this increase in the overall proportion of mixed modules and the continuity of their distribution, particularly given variability in module occupancy both within and among symbioses.
Measuring module occupancy requires identifying the smallest structure where hosts discriminate against exploiters and counting the number of symbionts associated with it. For example, many actively pollinated fig species can either abort or reduce resource allocation to whole inflorescences that are exploited by non-pollinating wasps of the pollinating species (hereafter referred to as 'non-pollinating wasps', which are distinct from wasp species that oviposit from outside developing inflorescences) [3, 10, 21] . The average number of wasp foundresses that colonize the modules of different fig species ranges from one to more than six wasps [19] . Moreover, fig species colonized by a greater number of foundresses are associated with higher proportions of non-pollinating wasps [3] , suggesting that the most susceptible hosts are those that develop modules that increase both the extent and distribution of mixed colonization.
Similar ranges of occupancies can be estimated in plantmicrobial symbioses by measuring the number of different symbionts that can co-occur at the scale of host discrimination. Thus, plants can preferentially allocate carbon to regions of their root system colonized by mutualist fungi that enhance nutrient uptake [8, 13, [22] [23] . While some plants can preferentially allocate carbon into different (approx. 2 cm) sections of the same fine root [13, 22] , others do so on the coarser scale of whole branched root sections [8] . Considering that single fine roots can host as many as 6-12 species of mycorrhizal fungi [20] , coarse preferential allocation should correspond to similarly high module occupancies, whereas fine-scale preferential allocation should correspond to lower occupancies. Likewise, soya bean (a legume) can reduce oxygen allocation to whole nodules that are colonized by rhizobia that are prevented from fixing nitrogen [11] . If other legumes similarly discriminate at the scale of whole nodules, then variability in module occupancy among legume species can be inferred by comparing the proportion of nodules that are colonized by multiple bacterial strains, with low proportions being consistent with low module occupancy, and vice versa. Legume species vary 10-fold in the proportion of nodules that are colonized by multiple bacterial strains [14] , from 7.2% [24] to 74% [25] , suggesting that they would span a gradient of module occupancy from 1 to approximately 3 (electronic supplementary material).
When symbiotic services are costly, exploiters should outperform mutualists in every module in which they co-occur. However, this within-module advantage of exploitation is potentially offset by an among-module advantage of mutualism, such that hosts can compensate mutualists for the costs of symbiotic services by allocating a greater amount of resources into modules with a greater proportion of mutualists. The resulting dynamics of mutualist and exploiter populations is a balance between these within-and among-module fitness components, with symbionts structured into meta-populations of modules with different proportions of mutualists. Here, we explore how the number of partners capable of colonizing a host's modules (occupancy) influences the stability of mutualism. In addition, we assess different functions of how hosts preferentially allocate resources into modules with increased proportions of mutualists versus exploiters. The resulting meta-population model describes how measurable properties of the host influence the fitness of mutualists and exploiter populations in ways that promote fixation of one or the other, stable coexistence, or fixation conditional on the initial proportions of mutualists.
Material and methods (a) Mutualist and exploiter equilibrium with precise discrimination
We begin our model by solving for the simplest condition: precise discrimination to the unit of the individual organism (e.g. figs with inflorescences that host only single wasps [10] ). First, we specify the dynamics of a population with proportion m of mutualists and 1 2 m of exploiters using the replicator equation [26] , such that
The population is at equilibrium when equation (2.1) is set equal to 0, which occurs whenever mutualists and exploiters have the same fitness (W m ¼ W e ). In our model, mutualists pay a symbiotic service cost (z), while exploiters do not. Hosts allocate a certain amount of resource into symbionts after they arrive in module in order to initiate resource exchange, which we define as v. In addition, hosts preferentially allocate resources (b) into modules colonized by mutualists, such that b ¼ allocation to mutualists 2 allocation to exploiters. Thus, the fitness of mutualists (W m ) is equal to v þ b 2 z (initial resource allocation þ preferential resource allocation 2 symbiotic cost), while the fitness of exploiters (W e ) is equal to v (these and all subsequent model terms are defined in table 1).
Setting these two quantities equal to one another and solving for b demonstrates that mutualists will go to fixation rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 283: 20152428 whenever preferential allocation exceeds the cost of symbiotic services (b . z). In contrast, when preferential allocation falls short of symbiotic service costs, exploiters go to fixation. In the absence of mixed colonization, coexistence of mutualists and exploiters is impossible.
Note that the value of v is immaterial to the dynamics of this and all of our subsequent examples, as this component of fitness is equally available to mutualists and exploiters, and thus does not give one a competitive edge over the other. However, as we shall explore later, measuring the value of v is important when estimating model terms from available data. For now, we will assume that v ! z, such that both mutualists and exploiters have positive growth rates in all modules.
(b) Equations for preferential allocation with mixed colonization
Discriminating hosts allocate more resources into modules that contain a higher proportion of mutualists. Here, we contrast three qualitatively different ways this can occur, designated as linear, saturating and accelerating functions, respectively (figure 1). The benefit to each symbiont within a module with M mutualists out of a total of N occupants is
where the value of a determines the proportion of the maximum benefit (b) allocated to a module with a 50 : 50 mixture of mutualists and exploiters. We assume that there is no difference in allocation to mutualists and exploiters within a module, which is supported empirically in the fig -wasp symbiosis [10] . Thus, when a ¼ 0.50, we have a linear function where host allocation increases steadily with the proportion of mutualists within a module. This type of allocation has been demonstrated in the legume -rhizobium mutualism, in which rhizobium within nodules that fix nitrogen at 50% of the maximum rate (simulating M/N ¼ 0.50) have roughly intermediate fitness between those within nodules fixing nitrogen at 0 and 100% of the maximum rate (simulating M/N ¼ 0 and 1, respectively) [27] . Assuming that allocation functions reflect host remuneration for symbiotic services [28] , linear functions are consistent with individual mutualists providing similar services whether they are rare or common within a module. When a . 0.50, we have a saturating function, where host allocation increases rapidly with the proportion of mutualists initially but then tapers off at higher proportions of mutualists. For example, in the fig -wasp mutualism, discriminating hosts target completely unpollinated inflorescences with floral abortions and reductions in resource allocation [3] ; however, wasps within modules colonized by one pollinating (mutualist) and one non-pollinating (exploiter) wasps (M/N ¼ 0.5) can largely escape these sanctions [10] . This results in wasp fitness following a saturating function. In addition to other plant-pollinator mutualisms [29] , saturating functions for preferential allocation may be appropriate for plant and herbivore defence mutualisms where only completely unprotected modules face strong sanctions [30] . Further, saturating functions should apply whenever mutualists are physiologically redundant at high densitiesincluding in nutritional symbioses where increasing the abundance of mutualists beyond a threshold results in only marginal returns in host nutrition [31] .
Finally, when a , 0.50, we have an accelerating function, where host allocation increases slowly with the proportion of mutualists initially but then increases rapidly at higher rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 283: 20152428 proportions of mutualists. This positive-frequency-dependent allocation is analogous to positive-density-dependent interactions described as the Allee effect [32] . For example, accelerating functions could describe host responses to services that can only be rendered by mutualists that are spatially aggregated or working together in a group. However, there are currently too few datasets available to provide an illustrative example of accelerating preferential allocation.
(c) Module occupancy and binomial distribution
To specify the process that sorts partners into modules with different numbers of mutualists and exploiters, we make the simplifying assumptions that colonization is an independent and unbiased process (neither mutualists nor exploiters are better at getting into modules). This allows us to calculate the proportion of modules with M mutualists from a binomial distribution, where the proportion of mutualists and exploiters in the population are equal to m and 1 2 m, respectively. Specifically, the proportion of modules with M mutualists, given they have an occupancy of N and the overall proportion of mutualists m, is equal to
Symbiont fitness is the sum of the product of the proportion of modules with M mutualists and the fitness of mutualists and exploiters within these modules (determined by the preferential allocation function, equation (2.2)), or
and The conceptual model in figure 2 illustrates the three components of the model: (i) preferential allocation depending on the proportion of mutualists in a module; (ii) mixing of mutualists and exploiters in the free-living community; and (iii) re-colonization of newly developed modules according to the binomial distribution. All the population dynamics we describe here are derived from this basic framework, changing only the different types of allocation patterns (linear, saturating and accelerating) and the module occupancies (N ¼ 2, 4 and 6).
Results
(a) Qualitative differences among linear, saturating and exponential functions of preferential allocation
In the model for precise discrimination (N ¼ 1), we solved for mutualist and exploiter equilibrium in terms of the magnitude of preferential allocation (the solution wasb ¼ z), while the only equilibrium proportions of mutualists were 0 and 1. In contrast, when discrimination is imprecise (N . 1), it is possible for the proportions of mutualists and exploiters to reach an interior equilibrium point (0 ,m , 1). We can numerically solve for the equilibrium proportion of mutualists as a function of preferential allocation, ormðbÞ (see electronic supplementary material for general solutions). By plotting this function, we can determine whether the equilibriums are stable (coexistence) or unstable (conditional dynamics) graphically. In figure 3 , we contrast three of these plots, one each for linear, saturating and accelerating functions of preferential allocation.
Mutualists have a greater fitness when preferential allocation exceeds equilibrium (right of the line, black), while exploiters have a higher fitness when preferential allocation is less than equilibrium (left of the line, white). When preferential allocation is linear, the equilibrium level of preferential allocation (b) is a perpendicular line, such that 
Figure 2. A conceptual representation of our model using a plant host that discriminates among modules with an occupancy of 2. Exploiters outcompete mutualists in mixed modules but have equal fitness to mutualists overall due to the relatively higher fitness of mutualists in modules with two mutualists relative to exploiters in modules with two exploiters. This iteration depicts a linear function of preferential allocation at equilibrium (m ¼ 0. figure 3b) . Conversely, accelerating functions of preferential allocation exhibit the opposite pattern, with the equilibrium proportion of mutualists decreasing with preferential allocation. This results in positive-frequency-dependent population dynamics, with alternative stable states of either 100% mutualists or exploiters depending on the initial proportion of mutualists (figure 3c). The explanation for why population dynamics differ among these three functions of preferential allocation is best explored with an analogy. Imagine exploiters within a module can transition into mutualists (and vice versa) when it is advantageous for them to do so. When preferential allocation is linear, an exploiter that transitions to a mutualist pays the symbiotic service cost (z) and receives an additional b/N resource in return for its investment, where b/N is the slope of the preferential allocation line. This transition is worthwhile for the exploiter when the increase in preferential allocation outweighs the symbiotic service cost, such that b/N . z or b . Nz. On the other hand, mutualists should transition into exploiters if b , Nz, as the cost of services exceeds the marginal return of preferential allocation. This analogy can be extended to saturating and accelerating functions of preferential allocation, but the outcomes differ because the reward an exploiter receives for transitioning into a mutualist depends on the modular frequency of mutalists (M/N).
Unlike linear functions of preferential allocation, saturating and accelerating functions do not have a constant slope. Thus, the reward to an exploiter for transitioning to a mutualist is not a constant b/N, but varies depending on the frequency of mutualists within a module. With saturating preferential allocation, the slope of the preferential allocation function is the greatest when mutualists are at low proportions within a module (low M/N) and decreases as this proportion increases (high M/N ). This means that the reward for transitioning to a mutualist is greatest in modules where mutualists are rare and relatively marginal in modules when they are common, which can result in coexistence via stabilizing negative feedback. Conversely, with accelerating preferential allocation, the slope of the preferential allocation function is lowest when mutualists are at low proportions within a module and greatest when they are at higher proportions, which can result in alternative stable states via destabilizing positive feedback.
In practice, our model does allow symbionts the option of transitioning between strategies. However, competitive dynamics between fixed strategies produce the same qualitative results-coexistence between mutualists and exploiters is possible only with saturating functions of preferential allocation.
(b) Quantitative differences among linear, saturating and accelerating preferential allocation
In figure 4 , we plot qualitatively different symbiont population dynamics for three different module occupancies across a range of preferential allocation and half-saturation constants. When preferential allocation is linear, mutualism collapses whenever b , Nz. This limit is high relative to saturating functions of preferential allocation, where mutualists can stably coexist with exploiters even when preferential allocation is below Nz. However, while mutualists go to fixation with linear functions whenever b . Nz, with saturating functions a range of preferential allocation values in excess of Nz is associated with stable mixed communities of mutualists and exploiters. This range of preferential allocation increases as the functions become increasingly saturated (from a ¼ 0.50 to 1). Thus, relative to linear functions, saturating functions are associated with a greater proportion of mutualists when preferential allocation is low (mixed communities versus mutualism collapse, b , Nz) and a lesser proportion of mutualists when preferential allocation is high (mixed communities versus mutualism fixation, b . Nz). In all cases, as module occupancy increases higher levels of preferential allocation are required to drive mutualists to fixation regardless of starting conditions. Although we have considered the population dynamics of mutualists and exploiters in modules with single levels of occupancies, in nature hosts have a distribution of occupancies, with modules with occupancy N accounting for a proportion P N of the total [19] . We can amend our model to this complexity by calculating mutualist and exploiter fitness as the weighted average of their fitness in each module, such that
and
where W Nm and W Ne are the fitness of mutualists and exploiters at occupancy N (equations (2.3) and (2.4)). The weighting involves calculating the proportion of symbionts in the modules with different occupancies. For example, even if the proportion of modules with 1 and 2 occupants were equal to one another, there would be twice as many symbionts in the N ¼ 2 modules than the N ¼ 1 ones. This refined model predicts the same relationship between qualitative population dynamics and linear, saturating and accelerating preferential allocation (figure 4). However, whereas with single occupancies linear preferential allocation is capable of driving mutualists to fixation when b . Nz, with a distribution of module occupancies this limit is b .
Nz, where N is the average module occupancy, or
Using this refined model, it is now possible to parametrize model terms using experimental data.
(d) Parametrizing the model
Here, we provide an illustrative example of how to quantify preferential allocation, half-saturation constant, symbiotic service cost and module occupancy. We use data on the figwasp mutualism from Jandér et al. [10] , who introduced wasps of the pollinating species that either carried pollen (Pþ, mutualists) or had pollen experimentally removed (P2, exploiters) into the inflorescences of Ficus nymphaeifolia in the following way: figs received two non-pollinating wasps (P2P2), one non-pollinating and one pollinating wasp (P2Pþ), or two pollinating wasps (PþPþ). By counting the offspring of the wasp foundresses and assessing maternity with molecular tools, Jandér et al. [10] measured the fitness of P2 and/or Pþ wasp foundresses in modules from each of these three treatments. However, because the experiment used artificial P2 wasps, we note that these data are not appropriate for measuring symbiotic service costs relative to naturally occurring exploiters. Nevertheless, they are the best available to quantify the other model terms and act as a tutorial for future tests of model predictions.
In figure 5a , we plot wasp fitness averaged over two experiments conducted on two F. nymphaeifolia trees from Panama's Barro Colorado Island. Arrows correspond to how these measurements relate to our model terms. Briefly, allocation that is available to both mutualists and exploiters (intercept value), v, is the fitness of a P2 wasp in a P2P2 module; the symbiotic service cost, z, is estimated as the difference between the fitness of a P2 and Pþ wasp in the P2Pþ module; preferential allocation, b, is the fitness of a Pþ wasp in a Pþ module plus the symbiotic service cost and minus the intercept; the half-saturation constant, a, is the ratio of the fitness of a P2 wasp in a P2Pþ module minus the intercept (giving ab) and preferential allocation.
Once we have these values, we can solve for the equilibrium predictions at any module occupancy. In figure 5b, we plot a histogram of the frequency of inflorescences with 1 to 6 or more foundresses for F. nymphaeifolia (data from [19] ). Using equations (3.1) and (3.2), we can then plot the fitness of Pþ and P2 wasps as a function of the frequency of Pþ wasps in the population (figure 5c). Equilibrium occurs when the two fitnesses are equal to one another. As the value of the half-saturation constant (a) was estimated at 0.6, this equilibrium results in stable coexistence.
The model predicts that 97% of wasps associated with F. nymphaeifolia should be pollinators versus 99.7% observed in the field [3] , where the proportions of naturally occurring Pþ and P2 wasps are from the same species. This fit is promising, rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 283: 20152428 such that symbiotic service costs similar to those illustrated in figure 5a would reproduce the actual frequencies of Pþ and P2 wasps. The model can be additionally used to indirectly estimate symbiotic service costs from experiments where they are not directly measured (electronic supplementary material). These examples illustrate the potential empirical utility of the model in an experimental system.
Discussion
Host discrimination is marked by varying degrees of imprecision. The unit of preferential allocation-the module-can contain a diverse assemblage of mutualists and exploiters. Thus, the inflorescences of figs can be colonized by a combination of pollinating and non-pollinating wasps, the nodules of legumes by nitrogen-fixing and non-nitrogen-fixing bacteria, and the fine roots of arbuscular mycorrhizal plants by growthpromoting and non-growth-promoting fungi. We demonstrate that the number of colonization events per module and the extent to which mixed modules are allocated resources are important determinants of the effectiveness of discrimination, and therefore the stability of mutualism. Our model is consistent with experimental work that establishes the effectiveness of precise discrimination in modules with low levels of mixed infection [3, 8] . Decreasing the module occupancy prevents exploiters from finding a haven in mixed modules where they enjoy higher fitness than mutualists. At higher module occupancies, mixed infection both increases overall and follows a more continuous distribution (from 1/N to N 2 1/N). As the cost of symbiotic services prevents mutualists from outcompeting exploiters within a mixed module, the stability of mutualism is dependent on the fitness among modules. Therefore, mutualists can outcompete exploiters in other modules (with a lower proportion of mutualists), even when they cannot outcompete exploiters in their own module. Our model demonstrates that when preferential allocation is high enough relative to the cost of symbiotic services, this among-module component is sufficient to bring mutualists to fixation even when they are initially rare. We further demonstrate that the amount of preferential allocation necessary to drive mutualists to fixation increases as module occupancy increases.
Although the mixed module has been described as a cheater haven capable of fostering the coexistence of mutualists and exploiters [4, 5] , we find that coexistence is a special case of saturating preferential allocation. This occurs with saturating functions alone because the advantage mutualists gain in among-module competition with exploiters is maximized when mutualists are rare and extinguished when they are common. In contrast, we find that accelerating preferential allocation-where hosts are relatively unresponsive to mutualists when they are at low proportions within a module-can destabilize mutualist and exploiter populations, resulting in alternative stable states where either mutualists or exploiters are driven to fixation. This instability may account for why we were unable to find examples of accelerating models of preferential allocation in the literature.
Our results regarding the relationship between preferential allocation and symbiont population dynamics are similar to those from game theoretical models of nonlinear public goods [33] [34] . Both models predict that only nonlinear models of public goods (preferential allocation) can allow for the coexistence of cooperators and defectors (mutualists and exploiters). However, our model differs in considering population dynamics explicitly in terms of host-symbiont interactions. As a result, we are able to easily shift from a heuristic model to one parametrized to empirical data. In addition, our model terms correspond to host traits that have been shown to vary in natural populations. This provides a context for evaluating discriminating hosts in terms of the mechanisms that determine how resources are allocated to mixed modules and how many symbionts can colonize each module.
The ability of plants to adjust the three different types of preferential allocation will depend on the sensitivity of hosts to differences in services rendered among modules. For example, in the fig-wasp mutualism, hosts discriminate against exploiters using a combination of abortion of completely unpollinated inflorescences and reductions in resource allocation to mixed modules (resulting in reduced wasp offspring) [3, 10] . Hosts that abort only completely unpollinated figs will tend to allocate resources to modules according to saturating function with high a. Conversely, increasing the extent to which mixed modules are additionally penalized with reductions in resource allocation could reduce a, resulting in a more linear function of preferential allocation. Finally, at the extreme where hosts abort all but completely pollinated figs, preferential allocation would be accelerating.
Hosts can also manipulate module occupancy, which is the product of multiple features of the host anatomy and [19] . Additionally, a large module that admits colonists across its entire surface may have a greater occupancy than a similar module that forces them through specialized entry points (or a single bottleneck). For example, many plants force arbuscular mycorrhiza through specialized passage cells before they can enter the root cortex where resource exchange occurs [35] . Similarly, fig wasps enter inflorescences through an opening called the ostiole that can be closed after foundresses enter, preventing further colonization [36] . Discriminating hosts can also increase the among-module benefit of being a mutualist by increasing the magnitude of preferential allocation. The magnitude of preferential allocation likely has an environmentally plastic component [37] ; for example, shade prevents plants from preferentially allocating carbon into roots colonized by beneficial mycorrhizal fungi [23] . In addition, hosts can exhibit fixed differences in their responsiveness to their partner communities [38] . In our model, an unresponsive host that only marginally enhances resource allocation into modules colonized by mutualists (low b) would tend to favour exploiters. In contrast, a responsive host that dramatically increases resource allocation into modules colonized by mutualists (high b) would tend to interact with mutualists [3] . Consistent with this prediction, in an ant-plant mutualism, more responsive hosts tend to have a higher proportion of defensive ants [39] . We parametrized our model to experimental data from the fig-wasp mutualism [10] and used it to derive equilibrium predictions for pollinating and non-pollinating wasps on the host tree F. nymphaeifolia. Our model predicts that Pþ and P2 (exploiter) wasps of the pollinating species should coexist, with exploiters in the minority. Both of these predictions are qualitatively consistent with measurements of non-pollinating wasps associated with F. nymphaeifolia [3, 10] . However, as the magnitude of symbiotic service costs is difficult to estimate from the available experimental data, more extensive experimentation is required to test the model. Further, as estimating the magnitude of symbiotic service costs is essential to predicting mutualist and exploiter dynamics, testing the model will require using exploiters that are adapted to avoid these costs rather than simulating exploiters by artificially preventing mutualists from performing services (e.g. removing pollen from fig wasps [3, 10] or preventing rhizobia from fixing nitrogen by removing N 2 gas from the atmosphere [11, 27] ).
Although we did not consider the physiological feedbacks between partners and their hosts, or the feedbacks of hosts on one another, it is possible to integrate our approach here into models that do (e.g. [31, 37] ). Our model also does not consider the impact of imperfect mixing in the partner community-a process that could lead to positive associations and repeat encounters among the offspring of individual modules. Such associations would be likely to increase the effectiveness of preferential allocation at maintaining mutualists. In contrast, if exploiters adapted to occupy only those modules that had been previously colonized by mutualists, then they would prevent being isolated in modules with other exploiters. This would be likely to reduce their among-module disadvantage relative to mutualists, decreasing the effectiveness of preferential allocation. As imperfect mixing and exploiter sophistication are likely to act as opposing forces on the population dynamics of mutualists and exploiters, we suggest that violations of the assumption of random colonization be addressed in system-specific ways.
We demonstrate that mutualist and exploiter metapopulation dynamics are determined by module occupancy, the magnitude of preferential allocation, the cost of symbiotic services and the extent to which resources are preferentially allocated to mixed modules (determined by the half-saturation constant of preferential allocation). All other things being equal, higher preferential allocation, lower module occupancies and lower symbiotic service costs all increase the fitness of mutualists relative to exploiters. In contrast, the half-saturation constant determines the qualitative dynamics of symbiont populations, with coexistence of mutualists and exploiters occurring only with saturating preferential allocation. Overall, we conclude that saturating preferential allocation and mixed colonization of modules contribute to the resolution of the evolutionary paradox of mutualisms [40] [41] by explaining how imperfect discrimination can foster diversity in symbiont quality.
